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Abstract

We present an overview of the WHYNET (Wireless HY-
brid NETwork) testbed, currently being developed for re-
alistic and scalable evaluation of next-generation wireless
network protocols and applications. WHYNET framework
enables seamless integration of physical, simulation and
emulation components in a single framework, and allows
the use of any combination of those components when eval-
uating a target wireless network scenario. In this article, we
describe the rationale behind our hybrid testbed approach,
and give an overview of the architectural components of the
hybrid testbed and key technical challenges addressed in its
design. Further, we present several case studies to demon-
strate the value of the hybrid testbed for realistic and scal-
able evaluation of a broad range of wireless network sce-
narios, focusing on cross-layer interactions, heterogeneous
and large-scale wireless networks.

1 Introduction

The value of testbeds for networking research in general
is widely recognized, and wireless networking is identified
as a key area that can greatly benefit from research test-
beds [4]. The need for wireless testbeds is motivated by
the increasing use of wireless devices in networked appli-
cations together with the difficulty in accurate modeling of
the behavior of various aspects of wireless networks (e.g.,
channel, traffic, mobility). Technology trends indicate that
mobile/wireless access (potentially over multiple wireless
hops and diverse radio technologies) will dominate the fu-
ture Internet (while also significantly increasing the number
of users and connectivity), and networked embedded sensor
devices will be widely deployed for spatial & temporally
dense monitoring of the physical world in diverse applica-
tion domains. However, a number of significant technical
challenges lie ahead before the performance and reliability

of wireless access matches that of wired alternatives, and
truly long-lived sensor networks become a reality. Emerg-
ing radio technologies such as MIMO and UWB promise
very high physical layer data rates, but translating those
rates at the application layer remains a big challenge. It
is widely recognized that understanding cross-layer proto-
col interactions, employing adaptation mechanisms span-
ning multiple layers and exploiting physical layer flexibility
are key to addressing this challenge, thereby achieve vastly
improved user-perceived performance [20]. Another issue
of concern is dealing with heterogeneity and limited coordi-
nation between wireless systems arising from the use of dif-
ferent set of networking and radio technologies/standards,
each targeted towards a specific usage scenario (application,
device, mobility and environment characteristics). Multi-
mode wireless devices and reconfigurable software-based
radios offer promising solution for synergistic operation of
different wireless systems [16]. Yet another area of active
research is the scalable and energy-efficient operation of
sensor networks, which are typically densely deployed in
large numbers.

Designing testbeds to support wireless network research
in addressing challenges such as those mentioned above is a
rather difficult problem as it entails simultaneously satisfy-
ing the following basic but conflicting set of requirements1:

• Realistically represent various components of the tar-
get wireless network as dictated by the questions being
investigated.

• Provide high degree of control over experimental con-
ditions and configuration for reproducible evaluation
across a wide range of scenarios.

• Support large-scale evaluations in terms of network
size, traffic intensity and node mobility.

1In addition, resource sharing issue must be addressed to support mul-
tiple users [8].



• Be cost-effective after factoring in costs for testbed
hardware & software, deployment & management,
model development & validation, experimentation and
so forth.

Existing approaches for wireless network evaluation rep-
resent distinct regions in a space defined by the above re-
quirement set, each offering a unique set of benefits while
neither of them sufficient to meet the diverse experimenta-
tion needs of next-generation wireless networks.

• Physical experimentation with real wireless systems
and channels (typically using small to medium scale
testbeds such as MIT Roofnet [7]) is invaluable for
characterization of various real-world aspects of wire-
less networks (e.g., channel, usage patterns, traffic,
mobility) and validation of research ideas in real-world
settings. But the inherent difficulty of controlling wire-
less channel behavior limits this approach in terms
of experimental control to support repeatable experi-
ments under diverse channel conditions, an important
requirement for comprehensive and fair evaluation of
cross-layer techniques; this problem becomes more se-
vere as the target wireless network gets larger and more
heterogeneous. Besides, this approach can be expen-
sive for evaluation of large-scale or mobile scenarios
and those involving emerging radio technologies (e.g.,
flexible and high-performance MIMO radios).

• Simulation is an alternative and widely used approach
that supports flexible and controlled experimentation
of arbitrary wireless network scenarios. It is especially
useful for gaining insight into the efficacy of design al-
ternatives at early stage of research involving new net-
working and radio technologies (ahead of their imple-
mentation in real systems) as well as studying the im-
pact of scaling to larger and more stressful configura-
tions, all in a cost-effective manner. However, intrinsic
to this approach is the need to balance between accu-
racy of models via minimal assumptions and abstrac-
tions, on one hand, and lower execution times (scal-
ability) and modeling related costs on the other; this
limits its use for realistically studying system-wide in-
teractions among real applications, operating system,
hardware and channel dynamics.

• Emulation is an intermediate approach between phys-
ical experimentation and simulation in that it uses a
combination of real and virtual components to real-
ize a target wireless network scenario. Among exist-
ing wireless network emulators, some emulate only the
wireless channel [21, 17] whereas others also emulate
the radio device [28, 15]. All emulators operate in a
lab-scale setting with most of them emulating mobil-
ity using a fixed set of nodes. Compared to simula-

tion, the emulation approach provides better realism
without incurring additional modeling costs through
the use of real implementations for applications and
protocols running in a real operating system and hard-
ware environment. Relative to physical experimenta-
tion, emulation can provide greater experimental con-
trol in exchange for some realism. For these two rea-
sons, it is an attractive approach for cross-layer stud-
ies involving adaptive applications and protocols. Be-
sides, it allows perceptual evaluations of media appli-
cations. However, the scalability of this approach is
limited by the number of nodes used for emulation.

We are developing a Wireless HYbrid NETwork
(WHYNET) testbed that embodies the benefits of physical
experimentation, simulation and emulation. By providing
an integrated hybrid testbed environment that spans mul-
tiple evaluation approaches, WHYNET testbed offers the
experimenter the flexibility to choose from a wide range of
experimentation modes. The WHYNET testbed supports
seamless inter-working of simulated subnets with physical
subnets for scalable and realistic evaluation of heteroge-
neous wireless networking scenarios. WHYNET infrastruc-
ture consists of diverse set of physical testbeds including
802.11-based networks (wireless LAN, mesh, MANET),
sensor networks, and novel SDR and MIMO radio plat-
forms. In addition, WHYNET features a novel high fidelity
wireless network emulator that allows running real applica-
tions and protocols on top of simulated radio devices for re-
peatable studies of adaptive applications/protocols and per-
ceptual evaluations; this emulator can be seamlessly inte-
grated with simulation for increased scalability. Not only
does the WHYNET testbed provide the benefits from indi-
vidual or combined use of different evaluation approaches,
it allows validation across them and also permits smooth
transition from design to deployment.

The purpose of this article is to provide an overview
of the WHYNET testbed and show its usefulness for re-
search on next-generation wireless networks and applica-
tions. Section 2 outlines WHYNET testbed components
and elaborates on the benefits of hybrid testbed approach.
Section 3 presents several case studies using the WHYNET
testbed aimed at demonstrating its value and versatility for
studying a wide range of interesting wireless networking
scenarios. We briefly review related research on wireless
testbeds in Section 4 and summarize in Section 5.

2 WHYNET Testbed Overview

WHYNET testbed is designed with the goal of providing
a realistic, scalable, flexible and cost-effective evaluation
environment for next-generation wireless technologies and
applications. In particular, the focus is on accurate predic-
tion of the collective impact of innovative technologies at
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Figure 1. WHYNET Testbed Framework.

different protocol layers on application-level performance
in large-scale and heterogeneous wireless networks.

WHYNET is a hybrid wireless network testbed envi-
ronment that integrates physical, simulation and emulation
components into a common framework. Beyond the tra-
ditional methods of physical experimentation and simula-
tion, WHYNET framework supports several hybrid modes
of experimentation (including emulation) that use physical
and simulated elements in different combinations. These
additional experimentation modes are enabled by a hybrid
emulation framework called TWINE [28] that seamlessly
integrates emulation, simulation and physical components.
From a testbed user’s viewpoint, WHYNET framework pro-
vides the flexibility of choosing from a wide range of ex-
perimentation modes for realizing a target wireless network
scenario — the scenario can be realized entirely using either
a physical testbed, simulation or emulation; alternatively,
it can be partitioned into interconnected subnets with each
subnet mapped to an instance of either physical, simulation
or emulation components. As these different experimen-
tation modes are well-suited for distinct purposes (as will
be elaborated below), together they can better meet diverse
experimentation needs of wireless network research. Fur-
ther, this flexibility permits the user in making an appro-
priate tradeoff between realism, experimental control, scal-
ability and cost depending on the evaluation requirements
and available testbed resources. Such tradeoffs are made

possible in part due to the ability of hybrid experimenta-
tion modes to naturally exploit the heterogeneity that usu-
ally exists in wireless network scenarios in terms of chan-
nel environments, radio/networking technologies, scale, fi-
delity requirements etc. Beyond its use as a flexible evalua-
tion framework, the hybrid testbed facilitates smooth transi-
tion between design and deployment within a single frame-
work. For instance, a new application/protocol can be stud-
ied at early stages of design using an abstract model in sim-
ulation. Afterwards, the prototype implementation can be
tested using emulation under repeatable conditions prior to
real world deployment. Similarly, WHYNET framework
allows validation of radio/channel models against real mea-
surements in small-scale configurations, which can be later
used in large-scale evaluations with greater confidence.

Figure 1 illustrates the WHYNET framework consisting
of physical, emulation and simulation components intercon-
nected by a high-speed (gigabit) network switch for internal
communication during an experiment. In addition, these
components are externally connected to a separate control
switch through which the user can control experiments (in-
cluding experiment setup, execution, trace collection and
online visualization of statistics) and monitor the status of
testbed nodes from a console-based interface. In the follow-
ing, we briefly discuss key aspects of physical, emulation
and simulation components in the WHYNET framework
along with their usage in wireless network evaluations.
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The physical component consists of real systems with
radio devices communicating over real wireless channels.
WHYNET infrastructure consists of a diverse and geo-
graphically distributed set of physical testbeds spanning
802.11-based networks (wireless LANs, mesh networks,
MANETs, VANETs), sensor networks, CDMA2000 cellu-
lar system, novel radio testbeds (SDR, MIMO and UWB).
These testbeds are being used in a number of measurement-
based characterization and real-world performance studies.
In addition, any of these testbeds can be used along with
emulated/simulated components in the WHYNET frame-
work to realize heterogeneous wireless network scenarios in
a cost-effective way. TWINE [28] facilitates such interac-
tion (more on this below) via common gateway nodes inter-
facing physical testbeds with emulated/simulated subnets.
This type of hybrid experimentation is especially useful for
evaluating the impact of real-world channels in large-scale
settings or to study the real-world performance with a physi-
cal testbed under diverse scenarios by subjecting it to effects
such as host mobility.

The emulation component in the WHYNET framework
consists of two different emulators: a hardware-based chan-
nel emulator (Propsim [17]) and a novel mobile wireless
network emulator (based on TWINE [28]). Both these em-
ulators provide complete control over the wireless channel
conditions while allowing use of real application and pro-
tocol implementations. Thus, they are good candidates for
repeatable and realistic cross-layer evaluations, especially
those involving adaptive applications and protocols. In ad-
dition, they are useful for perceptual evaluations and pro-
viding realistic workloads for protocol evaluations. How-
ever, these two emulators differ in some key aspects, mak-
ing them appropriate for different situations. Propsim pro-
vides detailed and real-time signal-level channel emulation
capability that can be used by real radio devices from the
physical testbeds for controlled yet highly realistic experi-
mentation. But it permits only small-scale network config-
urations due to the limited number of channels.

TWINE-based emulator, on the other hand, is a more
flexible and scalable alternative. With this emulator, radio
device (data link and physical layers) of a node in the tar-
get wireless network scenario is emulated by a correspond-
ing emulation node in the testbed using detailed models. A
set of emulation nodes emulate the wireless channel in a
distributed fashion over a wired ethernet. Commodity lap-
tops or PC workstations can be used as emulation nodes.
Each emulation node implements the emulation functional-
ity in software as an in-kernel “emulation layer” between
the IP layer and the ethernet device. TWINE emulation
layer is designed with flexibility and efficiency in mind.
It follows a modular design for flexible support for wide
range of novel radio technologies, link layer techniques and
mobility scenarios. Currently, detailed and realistic models

for 802.11 MAC/PHY and propagation (path loss/fading)
are supported. Efficiency is key to real-time execution of
the emulation layer transparently to higher layers. Exten-
sive evaluations show that the emulation layer is very ef-
ficient with a low CPU overhead (< 3.5%) and a small
memory footprint (< 100KB). High fidelity emulation of
channel behavior with a distributed set of emulation nodes
requires them to have consistent state and timing informa-
tion at all times, which in turn depends on their robustness
to communication related delays and clock drifts. TWINE
employs a mechanism similar to optimistic simulation to
maintain consistency of temporal order among transmitted
radio signals by reverting to a correct state whenever a vi-
olation is detected. For time synchronization, the master
node (not explicitly shown in the figure) serves as a com-
mon time reference for the testbed nodes by issuing bea-
cons periodically (resulting in a very effective solution that
keeps measured timing errors under 5 microseconds at 4
beacons per second). Validation results for TWINE emu-
lation layer show close match between performance of em-
ulated and real 802.11b links for both TCP and UDP (<
5% difference). For scalability, TWINE emulation layer
supports multiple emulated wireless devices per emulation
node. Evaluations show that it can emulate up to 4 wire-
less devices on a commodity PC. Even greater scaling can
be achieved from integration with simulation (as discussed
below).

The simulation component consists of one or more sim-
ulation nodes, each capable of simulating the complete pro-
tocol stack of a set of wireless nodes. For this purpose, a
simulation node can use any existing wireless network sim-
ulator (e.g., QualNet). PC workstations or high-end multi-
processor machines can be used as simulation nodes. As
mentioned already, simulation can be used in conjunction
with emulation and physical testbeds for realizing large-
scale (heterogeneous) wireless network scenarios where it
is acceptable for simulated subnets to be modeled at a lower
level of fidelity compared to emulated/physical subnets. To
support such hybrid experimentation, TWINE provides an
in-kernel “simulation layer” between the IP layer and the
ethernet device on a simulation node for seamless interac-
tion between the user-level simulator process on the simu-
lation node and other emulation/physical testbed nodes. For
efficiency, the simulation layer directly communicates with
the simulator using file system calls. Further, the simula-
tion layer implements a clock/synchronization functionality
that uses the global time reference (from the master node)
to synchronize the simulator’s execution with other testbed
nodes involved in the experiment (by controlling the ad-
vancement of the simulation clock and blocking the simu-
lator if necessary). Note that the utility of simulation in the
above hybrid mode of experimentation for large-scale eval-
uations depends to a large extent on simulator’s ability to
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support scalable and real-time simulation with adequate fi-
delity. In this regard, accurate and efficient simulation mod-
els that exploit characteristics of radio and channel behavior
are quite promising [11]. In addition, multi-paradigm simu-
lation modeling [29] and parallel simulation techniques [5]
can be leveraged. Evaluations show that up to 60 node wire-
less subnets can be simulated in real-time with high fidelity
even on a commodity PC using simulation in hybrid mode.
Alternatively, simulation can be used in a stand-alone mode
to fully realize very large-scale wireless network scenarios
by relaxing the real-time execution constraints.

As part of the WHYNET project, a number of realis-
tic simulation models are being developed for evaluation of
emerging wireless network scenarios and technologies (e.g.,
sensor networks, SCTP, UWB). In particular, a novel sen-
sor network simulation framework called sQualNet [3] has
already attracted a large user base in the research commu-
nity. sQualNet is based on the well-known Qualnet simu-
lator; it benefits from QualNets greater scalability, realis-
tic and detailed propagation models, and support for eas-
ing model development. sQualNet features a rich suite
of detailed and accurate sensor network specific models,
including: sensing and radio channels, sensor protocols
(MAC, routing), battery and power consumption models,
support for multi-tiered sensor network evaluations. Be-
sides, sQualNet provides real code simulation capability for
motes. Specifically, it allows the use of unmodified TinyOS
applications (written in NesC) and SOS applications (writ-
ten in C), thereby enabling easy transition between simula-
tion and real experimentation on a deployed sensor network.
In addition, hybrid simulation capability is being added in
sQualNet to support varying degrees of integration of phys-
ical and simulated network components, which can aid in
system development and enable large-scale evaluations in a
cost-effective manner.

3 Case Studies

In this section, we present several case studies to demon-
strate the use of WHYNET testbed components for realis-
tic and scalable wireless network evaluations. In particular,
these case studies highlight two important features of the
WHYNET framework: (i) applicability for a broad range
of wireless network evaluation studies (cross-layer interac-
tions, heterogeneous and large-scale wireless scenarios) and
contexts (wireless LANs, mesh, MANETs, sensor networks
and cellular networks); (ii) high degree of flexibility avail-
able in selecting an appropriate mode of experimentation
(i.e., physical, emulation and simulation modes individually
or in a combination) depending on the experiment needs and
available resources. Besides the studies below, a number of
other experimental studies showcase additional uses of the
WHYNET testbed infrastructure, including real-world per-

formance (e.g., [22]) and characterization (e.g., [10]) stud-
ies via physical experimentation. We omit detailed discus-
sions of these additional studies for brevity.

3.1 Cross-Layer Interactions

Here we discuss two studies: one using the Prop-
sim channel emulator and the other showing the utility of
TWINE emulator.

Characterizing the Interaction between 802.11 PHY Rate
Adaptation and Real Applications. IEEE 802.11 is a de
facto MAC/PHY standard for wireless LANs and emerging
mesh networks. The 802.11 PHY provides several widely
different data rates for use by higher layers — 802.11b rates
range from 1 to 11Mbps, whereas 802.11a/g extend this
range to 54Mbps. These rates are used by PHY rate adapta-
tion mechanisms (usually implemented in the MAC layer)
to adapt to time-varying channel conditions for improved
throughput and reliability. Many mechanisms for PHY rate
adaptation in 802.11 networks have been proposed recog-
nizing its importance in determining higher layer perfor-
mance. Recently, experimental evaluation of such mech-
anisms in real-world settings has gained much attention.
These studies focus mainly on measured link layer through-
put performance with backlogged UDP traffic. However,
this metric is not sufficient to predict application layer per-
formance in general as it may also depend on additional
metrics such as frame loss rate; these metrics in turn are
affected by the interactions among rate adaptation, MAC
ARQ mechanism, frame length etc.

Our goal is to study interactions between applications
and 802.11 PHY rate adaptation mechanisms. We use the
Propsim channel emulator for this purpose for the follow-
ing reasons. The channel emulator allows controlled ex-
perimentation over a wide range of channel conditions. In
addition, it is as close to reality as possible due to the use
of real applications running in a real operating system en-
vironment on real radio hardware. We consider a diverse
set of common application workloads including web brows-
ing, video streaming and file transfer. We also consider
CBR/UDP traffic to relate to previous studies. We setup a
simple wireless LAN scenario consisting of two Linux lap-
tops equipped with widely used commodity 802.11b cards
based on atheros chipsets; these cards are made to commu-
nicate via the channel emulator by connecting their external
antenna ports to the emulator using RF cables. We configure
the channel emulator to create different channel environ-
ments using a subset of TGn channel models. For brevity,
we only present results with TGn channel model D (a typi-
cal office environment). Our evaluations consider Onoe [1]
and SampleRate [6, 7] as two representative rate adaptation
mechanisms. We choose these two specific mechanisms as
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Figure 2. Application performance (backlogged UDP and web traffic) with two 802.11 PHY rate adap-
tation mechanisms (Onoe and SampleRate) using the Propsim channel emulator.

they were not only shown to be the most effective among
different mechanisms that can be readily implemented with
commodity hardware [6] but also are sufficiently different
in their design. Onoe is the default rate adaptation mecha-
nism in 802.11 cards based on atheros chipsets. Onoe uses a
credit-based approach to shift to higher rates, whereas Sam-
pleRate uses the average frame transmission time metric to
guide rate selection. Both Onoe and SampleRate select rates
in an application-oblivious manner, but differ in their ag-
gressiveness with SampleRate being more aggressive.

Figure 2(a) shows the relative performance of Onoe and
SampleRate with respect to the commonly used throughput
metric using CBR/UDP traffic (generated using the well-
known MGEN tool). These results correspond to a traf-
fic load of 7Mbps with 1000 byte packets. Figure 2(a)
shows that SampleRate has better or similar throughput for
all channel conditions (path loss values), a consequence of
the conservative strategy adopted in Onoe. This observation
matches with prior results reported in literature. The corre-
sponding packet loss rate (not considered in earlier stud-
ies) results in Figure 2(b) show opposite behavior. Again,
Onoes conservative use of lower rates relatively improves
its ability to provide higher reliability of frame transmis-
sions, hence fewer frame losses that go unrecovered by the
MAC ARQ mechanism. The above results essentially re-
flect the performance behavior of link layer throughput and
frame loss rate respectively. The performance of a com-
mon application such as web browsing depends on both
these metrics (more generally, multiple metrics). Specifi-
cally, web (HTTP) application runs on top of TCP whose
performance is dependent on the interplay between send-
ing rate and loss rate. Figure 2(c) shows the mean trans-
fer delay performance for web (HTTP/1.1) traffic generated
using widely used SURGE tool with default parameter set-
tings. These results clearly show that neither rate adap-
tation mechanism is able to provide superior performance
throughout, which is rooted in the inability of both mech-

anisms to tune their adaptation strategy in response to the
channel quality and application characteristics. Our exper-
iments with other applications also lead to similar observa-
tions. Thus, application-aware PHY rate adaptation is key
to best overall user-perceived performance. More impor-
tantly, the above results clearly demonstrate the utility of
channel emulator for better understanding of cross-layer in-
teractions.

Impact of Bandwidth Estimation Errors on XCP Perfor-
mance. XCP [13] is a recently proposed Internet conges-
tion control protocol that has received considerable atten-
tion in the research community. XCP adopts a cross-layer
approach in that uses explicit, precise feedback from the
network about the level of congestion and adapts the rate
at the sender (in the transport layer) accordingly. This
is in contrast to the end-to-end approach in TCP where
the sender probes for available bandwidth by gradually
increasing the sending rate and infers congestion implic-
itly via packet loss. Certain properties of XCP are well-
suited for the wireless environment even though it was orig-
inally intended as an efficient alternative to TCP over high
bandwidth-delay product networks (e.g., high-speed optical
networks, large delay satellite links). For example, XCP
enables identification of non-congestion related wireless
losses through its ability to decouple rate control from error
control via precise feedback. XCP, however, requires accu-
rate available bandwidth estimation support at each node on
the path between sender and receiver for accurate feedback
calculation, a challenging issue over shared and lossy wire-
less channels. While underestimation of available band-
width clearly leads to poor utilization of network capacity,
the inflated feedback from overestimation can also create in-
efficiency by causing congestion and buffer overflows. Re-
cent experimental work on XCP [26] has highlighted the
negative impact of bandwidth estimation errors on XCP per-
formance in the wired network context with shared Eth-
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Figure 3. Impact of bandwidth estimation errors over wireless links on XCP performance using the
TWINE-based emulator.

ernet, whereas our focus is on the more complex wireless
medium.

Our goal is to experimentally evaluate XCP’s sensitivity
to bandwidth estimation errors over wireless links. TWINE-
based emulator is an ideal evaluation environment for this
study because it allows reproducible evaluations with di-
verse channel conditions (e.g., interference, channel related
losses) while being realistic (as indicated by the validation
results in [28]). Compared to the channel emulator, it per-
mits extending the evaluation to complex scenarios (e.g.,
larger number of wireless devices and multihop communi-
cation) as well as studying novel bandwidth estimation tech-
niques that may require changes to the MAC protocol (usu-
ally implemented in the firmware with commodity radio de-
vices). In this study, we focus on the popular 802.11-based
wireless LAN scenario. We use a Linux implementation
of XCP from Zhang and Henderson [26]; this implemen-
tation is based on standard TCP implementation and uses
TCP option fields to allow exchange of information such as
congestion feedback between XCP end hosts and routers.
Rather than use an actual bandwidth estimation capability,
we run experiments over a wide range of static values for the
“estimated bandwidth” to reflect a wide range of estimation
errors (covering underestimation, accurate estimation and
overestimation cases).

We first consider the simplest scenario of a single wire-
less link with no wireless losses. For this scenario, our
testbed configuration consists of two laptops (Dell Lati-
tude D600) running XCP over an emulated 802.11 link with
TWINE-based emulator. The MTU is set to 512 bytes and
802.11b is used with PHY data rate fixed at 11Mbps. For
comparison, we also present ns-2 simulation results with
identical settings with XCP model used in [13] (XCP model
is currently available only in ns-2 simulator). Figure 3(a)
and (b) show the throughput results obtained using XCP as a

function of capacity estimate for a large file transfer (80MB)
with TWINE emulator and ns-2 respectively. TCP results
are included for reference. Note that there is a marked dif-
ference in behavior between the two set of results especially
in the overestimation case. In the bandwidth overestima-
tion case, the XCP router provides inflated feedback to the
sender (both on the same node in this scenario), causing
the latter to inject data at higher than optimal rate. With
TWINE emulator, bandwidth overestimation does not have
any effect on XCP performance in this single link scenario
because the sender host is stopped from sending more data
beyond what can be handled by its device, thereby prevent-
ing any packet loss due to buffer overflow. We observed
similar behavior when we turned off emulation and config-
ured the hosts to use the built-in 802.11 interface instead.
Results with ns-2, however, show that XCP performance
degrades with increasing amounts of bandwidth overesti-
mation. This we found was due to the modeling of inter-
action between network (IP) and link layers in the wireless
protocol stack in ns-2 that differs from reality. Specifically,
ns-2 allows packets to be transferred to the interface buffer
(implemented as a droptail queue with a default size of 50
packets) regardless of the current buffer occupancy, which
in turn causes IP layer to overflow the network interface and
drop packets.

In our next experiment, we added a gigabit wired link
to the scenario to create a typical wireless LAN scenario,
where the wireless host connects to a wired backbone net-
work via the AP. For this wired/wireless scenario, we con-
sider file transfer from wireless host to the wired host via the
AP (“upload”) as well as in the reverse direction (“down-
load”). Figure 3(c) shows the results obtained with TWINE
emulator for this scenario. Impact of bandwidth estimation
in the upload case is similar to the previously discussed
isolated wireless link scenario because the wireless hosts
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sends directly over the bottleneck wireless link (11Mbps).
The download case behaves differently with overestimation
hurting XCP throughput. This is because the bottleneck is
now away from the sender (wired host) at the AP where in-
coming packets coming over the wired link can get dropped
due to lack of buffers. Thus, the impact of bandwidth esti-
mation errors on XCP performance depends on bottleneck
location on the path.

The above results demonstrate the utility of TWINE em-
ulator for realistic evaluations of cross-layer protocols by
accurately capturing real-world interactions between differ-
ent protocol layers. Additional studies in [28] show the use
of another TWINE capability to seamlessly integrate emu-
lation and simulation components in the WHYNET frame-
work for studying the performance with real applications in
diverse and large wireless network scenarios. In particular,
evaluation of an adaptive video streaming application in a
large MANET environment (via combined use of emula-
tion and simulation) shows that traditional quantitative met-
rics do not correlate well with user-perceived performance,
highlighting the importance of perceptual evaluations for
media applications.

3.2 Heterogeneous Wireless Networks

We now present a study to demonstrate the use of hybrid
testbed for evaluating heterogeneous wireless network sce-
narios. In particular, we explore the use of cellular networks
in conjunction with 802.11-based mesh networks for Inter-
net access. Cellular networks, despite their wider coverage
and good support for mobile voice applications, have lagged
until recently in providing high data rates needed for Inter-
net applications. This is changing with the roll out of 3G
wireless data services such as CDMA-1xEVDO that offer
peak rates around 2Mbps (comparable to wired broadband
Internet access solutions such as DSL and CATV) and fu-
ture enhancements promising much higher data rates up to
46Mbps. On the other hand, the success of 802.11 technol-
ogy for indoor wireless LANs has led to its use in newer
scenarios, notably community wireless mesh networks for
wider and low-cost Internet access. In a typical mesh net-
work, a set of access routers form a multihop backhaul net-
work with a subset of them with a wired Internet connec-
tion (e.g., T-1, DSL, CATV) acting as gateways to provide
Internet access to mobile clients associated with one of the
access routers. The use of dedicated wired T-1/T-3 lines
for Internet connectivity in a mesh network is expensive,
whereas other wired broadband access solutions such as
DSL and CATV are limited to highly populated metropol-
itan areas (also due to economic reasons). As an alterna-
tive access approach, the use of wireless wide-area network
(WWAN) or cellular links offers a low-cost solution for
ubiquitous broadband Internet connectivity by leveraging
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Figure 4. Spatio-temporal behavior of CDMA-
1xEVDO link performance based on mea-
surements.

vast amount of extant cellular infrastructure. Also, the syn-
ergistic use of both cellular and 802.11 networks can better
meet the future needs for increased performance and cover-
age as future advances in both cases are driven by a com-
mon set of emerging technologies (e.g., dynamic spectrum
access, smart antennas) with the potential to outpace wired
alternatives.

We therefore consider a heterogeneous wireless mesh
network architecture with some dual-mode access routers
(equipped with both 802.11 and 3G cellular interfaces) serv-
ing as Internet gateways, whereas the rest of them single-
mode with only a 802.11 interface. This architecture can be
seen as a generalization of the two-hop-relay architecture in
[24]; it differs from other architectures based on heteroge-
neous radio technologies such as UCAN [14] in the use of
fixed relay nodes (access routers) of which not all of them
need to be dual-mode.

Our goal is to evaluate Internet access performance with
the above architecture as perceived by a user at a wireless
host attached to the mesh network as a function of number
of Internet (WWAN) gateways and their relative physical
placement. Note that these two factors influence the charac-
teristics of the multihop path in the mesh network between
the wireless host and the gateway node, as well as the cellu-
lar link connecting the gateway to the Internet; these char-
acteristics together determine end-to-end performance.

Below we describe how we map the above experimen-
tal scenario to the hybrid testbed components. To this end,
we begin with a discussion on the measured performance
behavior of cellular links.

Cellular links can exhibit high spatio-temporal varia-
tions in terms of bandwidth, latency and loss characteris-
tics even with stationary nodes. A number of factors con-
tribute to these variations including: long distance links, ter-
rain, larger delay spread due to multipath fading, environ-
mental mobility effects, interference among multiple users,
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Figure 5. Realization of an integrated cellu-
lar/mesh network scenario using TWINE and
physical cellular (CDMA-1xEVDO) links.

link adaptation and scheduling mechanisms used at the base
station. As shown in Figure 4, the above assertion is sup-
ported by our measurements of download speeds using the
commercial wireless broadband access service from Veri-
zon based on CDMA-1xEVDO technology. These mea-
surements were taken at nearby indoor/outdoor locations
around Boelter Hall at UCLA. The data for each location
corresponds to five back-to-back measurements for 1MB
image download from the web. Since we obtained this data
during early hours of the morning, the effect of interference
may not be significant. We can make several observations
based on this data. First, download speeds at different lo-
cations can be significantly different (up to factor of four).
Second, short-term variations are considerable at locations
with poor link performance. Third, the measured average
throughput is at most around 400Kbps, near the lower end
of the range advertised by the service provider. We also
observed similar behavior as above from the measurements
using the CDMA2000-1X base station deployed at UCSD
as part of WHYNET testbed infrastructure.

The preceding discussion points to the difficulty in mod-
eling of the cellular link behavior for realistic experimenta-
tion, whereas accurate radio/channel models for 3G cellular
links are not readily available for use in wireless network
evaluations. Since we would like to realistically capture
real-world behavior of cellular link characteristics in our
evaluation without incurring the high modeling costs, we
use physical mode of experimentation for the cellular link
part of the scenario. Mesh networks, on the other hand,
are larger in scale with typical deployments ranging from
several tens to a hundred nodes. In addition, mesh net-
work links tend to be relatively stable due to dense deploy-

1 GW (loc2)

1 GW (loc4)

1 GW (loc5)

2 GWs(loc4 & loc2)

2 GWs(loc4 & loc5)

Figure 6. Impact of Internet gateways and
their placement on user-perceived download
performance in the integrated cellular/mesh
architecture.

ments and detailed models for such links are widely avail-
able. Given that this is a feasibility study with focus cen-
tered around effects of using cellular gateways, we find it
convenient to use simulation to represent the mesh network
of access routers with adequate fidelity. This choice avoids
the high cost and tedious setup issues associated with phys-
ical experimentation of large scale scenarios, while provid-
ing adequate fidelity. Moreover, it allows us to more easily
identify the effect of cellular link dynamics and to study al-
ternative routing/gateway selection strategies2. Finally, the
802.11 mobile host attached to the mesh network in our
scenario is emulated to experiment with real applications.
In our study, we assume that the host is stationary and use
web (HTTP) traffic as the application. However, it is quite
straightforward to extend the evaluation to other applica-
tion scenarios such as mobile clients running VoIP. Figure 5
illustrates the realization of above scenario using a combi-
nation of emulation, simulation and physical testbeds that
are integrated using TWINE.

Figure 6 shows the results obtained from using the hy-
brid testbed as described above to realize a heterogeneous
802.11 mesh and cellular network scenario. The scenario
consists of one wireless host and a 30 node 802.11b mesh
network with either 1 or 2 gateway nodes at different ran-
domly chosen locations. In Figure 6, the impact of num-
ber of gateways and their placement is shown as a CDF of
average throughputs (for download of a 2MB image from
the Internet) observed from a host associated with every
non-gateway router in the mesh network. The locations

2Alternatively, access routers in the mesh network can be emulated
when testing with real implementations of routing protocols prior to their
use in a real deployment.
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for the gateway nodes indicated in the legend correspond
to the locations shown in Figure 4. In fact, the measure-
ments for each location in Figure 6 were taken immediately
after the corresponding measurements in Figure 4. The
staircase pattern of the curves for single gateway case in-
dicates the performance observed at various points in the
mesh network differing in their distance (hops) to the gate-
way node — performance degrades with increasing hops
because of greater inter-hop interference and higher like-
lihood of channel-related losses with longer paths. The
curves for the two gateway case are obtained by taking the
best throughput observed with either gateway. These results
clearly show that choice of locations for the gateway nodes
has significant impact on performance because of the high
spatial dependence of the cellular link performance. More-
over, judicious placement of multiple gateways can yield
more uniform performance in the mesh network. From an
evaluation viewpoint, this study shows that hybrid testbed
(through combined use of physical, simulation and emula-
tion components) can lead to useful insights when evaluat-
ing heterogeneous wireless scenarios, and that it is a realis-
tic, scalable and cost-effective approach for evaluating such
scenarios in a lab scale setting.

3.3 Large-Scale Wireless Networks

In this subsection, we show the value of simulation for
large-scale wireless network evaluations, and highlight the
importance of using accurate and efficient simulation mod-
els for such evaluations. In particular, we consider two
cases: (i) interference modeling in mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs); (ii) battery modeling for sensor networks.

Interference Modeling for Large-Scale MANET Perfor-
mance Studies. The shared nature of the wireless chan-
nel makes the effect of interference among multiple con-
current transmissions an important issue to consider when
studying network performance. Although a wireless trans-
mission signal can potentially affect the successful recep-
tion of every other overlapping transmission in the network,
wireless network simulators typically place a limit on signal
propagation when simulating interference for smaller exe-
cution times by reducing number of events required per sig-
nal transmission. This limit is usually set arbitrarily to car-
rier sensing threshold (CST) and events corresponding to
signals weaker than this threshold are not scheduled. How-
ever, this simplifying assumption can cause inaccuracy (es-
pecially in large networks) because the cumulative impact
of weaker signals on packet errors is ignored. Using no
propagation limit, on the other hand, provides utmost accu-
racy but can be computationally very expensive, hindering
study of large-scale scenarios. In [11], the relationship be-
tween the propagation limit and ensuing inaccuracy is an-
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Figure 7. Impact of accurate and efficient
interference model on data delivery perfor-
mance in MANETs (a) and simulation scala-
bility (b).

alytically studied by taking wireless channel propagation
characteristics into consideration. Based on this analysis,
a better propagation limit (termed “distance-limit”) is ob-
tained that is lower than the network size (corresponding to
the “no-propagation-limit” case) while keeping inaccuracy
in interference calculation below a negligible level.

Figure 7(a) compares the data delivery performance in a
MANET obtained with the above three alternatives: CST-
propagation-limit, no-propagation-limit and distance-limit.
We use the QualNet simulator for this study. These re-
sults correspond to a MANET scenario with 400 nodes uni-
formly distributed in a 4km x 4km terrain; each node in
this scenario runs AODV routing over a 802.11b wireless
interface. For this scenario, CST propagation limit and dis-
tance limits are 679m and 2500m respectively. The traf-
fic consists of 120 CBR sessions with sender in each ses-
sion generating 512 byte packets at the rate of 8 packets/s.
The traffic pattern consists of a mix of one-hop and multi-
hop sessions (between randomly chosen pairs of nodes for
both types). Near-identical results between the distance-
limit and no-propagation-limit cases (Figure 7(a)) show the
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effectiveness of a carefully chosen propagation limit in ac-
curately predicting network performance. Commonly used
CST-propagation-limit, in contrast, overestimates the per-
formance in most cases by as much as 150%. In terms
of the execution time, distance-limit provides substantial
speedups compared to no-propagation-limit case (ranging
from 1.5 and 9 depending on the network size). How-
ever, the distance-limit increases execution time by a fac-
tor of 1.5 compared to CST-propagation-limit case. To
enable scalable evaluations without compromising accu-
racy, we have designed several additional optimizations to
improve the execution time with the distance-limit tech-
nique including: Lazy Event Scheduling with Corrective
Retrospection (LSCR), greedy signal evaluation and par-
titioning. These optimizations together with the distance-
limit technique provide impressive speedups over the no-
propagation-limit case with speedups as high as 55 for a
3200 node network (Figure 7(b)).

Battery Modeling for Network Lifetime Prediction in
Large Sensor Networks. In many sensor network appli-
cations, battery-driven small form-factor wireless sensor
devices are densely deployed in large numbers. While
these devices are severely resource constrained especially
in terms of energy, battery replacement post-deployment is
not an option due to the enormous scale of these networks;
so they must run unattended for long periods of time. Mo-
tivated by this need, many protocols have been designed to
optimize lifetime of sensor networks while meeting appli-
cation needs. Note that network lifetime in turn depends on
the lifetime of energy source (battery) at individual nodes.
Most evaluation studies of energy conserving sensor net-
work protocols assume ideal batteries for which battery life-
time corresponds to the time it takes to exhaust its full the-
oretical capacity. In reality, however, actual capacity deliv-
ered by a battery can be lower than the theoretical capac-
ity, and depends on how the battery is discharged over time
(load profile) — high load (discharge rate or current) in-
creases the amount of unavailable capacity, some of which
can be recovered with intermittent idle periods or low loads.

Several high-level models to accurately capture battery
behavior while having reasonable computational complex-
ity have been proposed in recent past. Among these mod-
els, we consider the analytical model in [18] as it is physi-
cally based and requires less configuration effort. Although
the computational complexity of this model may be accept-
able for portable computing applications for which it was
primarily designed, it is very inefficient for network-level
simulations. We have developed an optimized version of
this model with similar level of accuracy by exploiting the
battery load characteristics in sensor networks (i.e., small
loads of short duration for communication using low-power
radios in sensor nodes) [23].
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Figure 8. Impact of accurate and efficient bat-
tery model on sensor network lifetime (a) and
execution time (b).

Figure 8(a) shows the impact of using the aforemen-
tioned accurate and optimized battery model on sensor net-
work lifetime prediction as a function of network size. For
comparison, we use the commonly used “simple battery
model” that assumes ideal battery behavior. We assume
Itsy battery with same capacity for both cases. These re-
sults were obtained using the sQualNet simulator, which
features a rich suite of sensor network related models. The
experimental scenario consists of nodes uniformly placed in
a 400mx400m terrain. Directed diffusion is used for rout-
ing; 25% randomly chosen nodes act as sources and gen-
erate data 1 event/s to a sink, which (re)subscribes to the
data by sending an interest every hour. We use S-MAC
(operating in a full duty cycle mode) as the MAC proto-
col. Hardware and radio models are based on Rockwell’s
WINS nodes. Two-ray path loss with constant shadowing is
used as the channel model. Network lifetime is calculated
by measuring the difference between the time at which the
sink loses communication to any source node and the begin-
ning of the simulation (when batteries at all nodes are fully
charged). As seen from Figure 8, the accuracy of the bat-
tery model has a substantial impact on predicted network
lifetime especially for larger networks and node densities.
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The observed differences in lifetime are due to the relation-
ship between node density and radio states. Note that WINS
radios in idle state draw an order of magnitude lower current
from the battery compared to busy (transmit/receive) states.
Since a radio is more likely to be busy either transmitting or
overhearing other transmissions in a dense network, there
is little or no opportunity for the battery to recover the lost
capacity from applying high loads. Consequently, the bat-
tery lifetime for a given traffic load drops with increasing
node density, hence the differences between the two battery
models.

With regard to the execution time, we observed signif-
icant reductions (by a factor of more than 500) with our
optimizations compared to the original model in [18] (Fig-
ure 8(b)) with negligible difference in accuracy (within
0.1%). This in turn has resulted in faster than real time sim-
ulation of the above sensor network scenario with several
hundreds of nodes (results not included for brevity).

4 Related Work

Among the related testbed efforts, Netbed (a successor of
Emulab) [25] is conceptually similar to WHYNET in that
it also aims to integrate simulation, emulation and phys-
ical experimentation within a single framework. Unlike
WHYNET, however, Netbed targets wired network exper-
imentation (with main emphasis on automatic experiment
setup and efficient use of testbed resources). Recent wire-
less extensions to Netbed focus on remote control of node
software and topologies of a dense in-building deployment
of fixed wireless devices, and a mobile version with small
set of robots with remotely controllable mobility [2].

In recent past, several physical wireless network test-
beds have been used for real-world protocol evaluations.
These include MANET testbeds at CMU and Uppsala for
ad-hoc routing protocol studies, and MIT Roofnet to eval-
uate mesh network performance (see [8] and references
therein). These testbeds are based on commodity (802.11)
hardware with limited configurability, and have narrower
focus compared to general-purpose research testbeds in
terms of support for diverse networking/radio technolo-
gies and access to broader research community. In con-
trast, WHYNET testbed infrastructure features a heteroge-
neous set of wireless testbeds that also include novel multi-
antenna testbeds based on software-defined radios [19] and
3G (CDMA2000), sensor, UWB testbeds. Measurement
traces and results from various studies will be made pub-
licly available, and work on providing remote access to the
whynet testbed infrastructure is also underway.

In an attempt to address the experiment control (includ-
ing repeatability) and manageability issues associated with
full-scale physical testbeds, some testbed research efforts
“emulate” wireless channels while still using real radio de-

vices. These efforts follow one of two approaches. In the
first approach, which we term scaled testbeds (e.g., OR-
BIT [21], MiNT [9]), the idea is to attenuate radio signals
to restrict the range of communication to a smaller space,
thus scaling the environment for over-the-air tests. Real-
ism, repeatability (especially in presence of external un-
controlled sources of noise or interference) and ability to
support diverse experimental conditions of testbeds follow-
ing this approach are not yet well-established and remains
an active area of research. On the other hand, hardware-
based channel emulators [17, 12] are highly realistic due to
their detailed signal-level emulation of the wireless channel,
while at the same time offer high degree of control in terms
of experimenting with a wide range of channel conditions
in a repeatable manner. In fact, PROPSim C8 wideband
multichannel simulator [17] is part of WHYNET testbed
infrastructure. On the downside, these hardware channel
emulators have high cost and limited scale.

Other research efforts on wireless network emulators
take a different approach by emulating wireless device and
channel behaviors in software for increased flexibility and
scalability at low cost. Earlier work in this category uses
statistical (e.g., NIST Net) or empirically derived models
(e.g., trace modulation) to subject higher layer protocols
to coarse-grain wireless network dynamics in terms of de-
lay and loss behavior. These emulators fail to realistically
capture key wireless channel effects such as interference or
cannot support experimentation under diverse channel con-
ditions. Other emulators such as MobiEmu emulate only
node mobility (based on trace) and are primarily meant for
testing ad-hoc routing protocol implementations. More re-
cent work additionally models radio (MAC/PHY) and chan-
nel behaviors. MobiNet/ModelNet [15] adopts a centralized
emulation approach in which routing, MAC/PHY, channel
and node mobility are emulated separately from the emu-
lation hosts on a workstation cluster. Additional process-
ing and propagation delays required to communicate be-
tween the emulation hosts and the cluster can prevent this
approach from accurate and seamless emulation. MobiNet
emulation modules, however, are only validated against ns-
2 simulator and not against real measurements. Besides,
MobiNet cannot leverage existing routing protocol imple-
mentations and requires re-implementing them specifically
for the cluster nodes. EMWIN/EMPOWER [27], on the
other hand, takes a distributed emulation approach using
a collection of emulation nodes. Further, each of these
emulation nodes can emulate multiple wireless nodes from
the target scenario for scalability. However, EMWIN does
not model PHY and only has an approximate (CSMA/CA)
MAC model. The novel emulator in the WHYNET frame-
work based on TWINE [28] is conceptually similar to
EMWIN, but can emulate radio and channel with high fi-
delity using detailed models in real time. Furthermore,
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TWINE supports seamless integration with simulation and
physical testbeds for greater scalability or realism.

Several wireless network simulators exist (e.g., ns-2,
GloMoSim, QualNet, OPNET) and are commonly used for
wireless network evaluations. Our simulation-oriented ef-
forts in the WHYNET testbed context complement existing
simulators in two ways: (i) accurate and efficient modeling
of various unique aspects of wireless networks (e.g., inter-
ference [11], battery [23]); (ii) developing simulation sup-
port for emerging wireless network scenarios and protocols
(e.g., sQualNet sensor network simulation framework [3]).

5 Summary

WHYNET is an integrated hybrid testbed environment
that allows both individual and combined use of physi-
cal, simulation and emulation components for wireless net-
work evaluations. This high degree of flexibility in choice
of experimentation method not only makes the WHYNET
framework suitable for realistic evaluation of wide range
of wireless network scenarios, but also in a scalable and
cost-effective manner. To demonstrate these features, we
have presented several case studies using the WHYNET
testbed components. These case studies collectively attest
to the value of hybrid testbed approach in obtaining use-
ful insights when addressing research issues of interest to
wireless networking community such as cross-layer adap-
tation, synergistic use of heterogeneous wireless networks
and large-scale wireless ad-hoc/sensor network design. In
near-future, we plan to make hybrid testbed software as well
as various measurement traces and simulation models avail-
able to the wider research community via the WHYNET
website (http://whynet.ucla.edu). We also plan to provide
limited remote access to WHYNET testbed infrastructure.
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